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Marketers want to know if 

they are putting money in 

the right places!



Multi-touch attribution (MTA) is the 
attempt to accurately assign value to 
each channel or tactic that customers 

or prospects may encounter during 
their paths to purchase.



four fundamentally different 

approaches

There are tradeoffs 
between the different 

approaches.

Heuristic 
Modeling

Algorithmic 
Modeling

Media Mix 
Modeling

Controlled 
Experimentation

"Traditional MTA"
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The approaches are complementary

Media Mix Modeling

Inputs

Result

Limitations

highly dependent on the granularity and 
variability

Controlled Experimentation

Inputs
Designed variability

Result
Causal relationship and impact



A Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) is a 
type of scientific experiment that aims to 
reduce certain sources of bias when 
testing the effectiveness of new 
treatments.

This is accomplished by randomly 
allocating subjects to two or more 
groups, treating them differently, and 
then comparing them with respect to a 
measured response.



This is like an A/B test...but for paid media

Geographies A, B, 
C, and D get Paid 

Search.

$25,000 
Revenue

Geographies E, F, G, 
and H do NOT get 

Paid Search.

$10,000 
Revenue

Exposed to 
Paid Search

"Variation A"

NOT
Exposed to 
Paid Search

"Variation B"

Paid Search 
Contributed 
$15,000 in 
Incremental 
Revenue

(Basic) Block 
Randomization



Why?



How “Out of the Box” and $5 Gets You a Coffee at Starbucks

● Decreased competitive advantage 

● Reliance on one technology stack

● Inability to link all relevant data 



Blocked or deleted cookies may impact attribution.

DISPLAY ORGANIC SEARCH PAID SEARCH $100

CLICKTHROUGH 
TO THE SITE

CLICKTHROUGH 
TO THE SITE

CLICKTHROUGH 
TO THE SITE

When cookies are blocked (ad blockers), or marketing 
interactions occur and then, subsequently, have cookies deleted 
(manually or due to browser operations such as Safari ITP or 
ETP: see cookiestatus.com) will only include activity that occurs 
while the visitor cookie is intact through the purchase.

❌

https://www.cookiestatus.com/


Cross-device tracking is not included.

DISPLAY

ORGANIC SEARCH PAID SEARCH $100

Until a cross-device tracking solution is in 
place, the only touches that will be included 

are those that occurred on the same device as 
the order.

Visited the site, but 
did not purchase.



The effect of display advertising isn’t directly attributable.

DISPLAY ORGANIC SEARCH PAID SEARCH $100

IMPRESSION, BUT 
NO CLICK

CLICKTHROUGH 
TO THE SITE

CLICKTHROUGH 
TO THE SITE

Only marketing touches that immediately 
lead to a clickthrough to the site will be 
included in the attribution for the order.



This is like an A/B test...but for paid media



Some additional bells 
and whistles



Design Options Beyond Basic Blocking with On/Off

needs and constraints of each experiment

Factorial / 
Multi-Stage

Stepped
Wedge

Basic
Blocking
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This is like an A/B test...but for paid media



EVIDENCE

ACTION EXPERIMENTATION

IDEATION

Optimization 
Process Flow

This approach is part of an ongoing process



But...Machine Learning!



The 360 Degree Customer View



Data Privacy and Security, Differential Privacy

Unknown Consent
Your phone will connect to Airplay, but 

that also shares your contacts.

Different Ideas of Consent
Lack of understanding of extent to 
which data is collected and saved.

Forced Choice
To use Google Maps features, must 

enable photo location mapping.



Data Privacy and Security, Differential Privacy

Cloud Act of 2018
GPDR, CCPA, etc.
Fractional Privacy Officers

“We’re not tracking you, we’re just 
running our models!”

My Response: Let’s use modeling 
techniques that preserve privacy.

Problem: Everything is collecting 
data, no clue who will own that 
data from one day to the next.



And, well, I’ll just end with this...

“Chihuahua” “Chihuahua”



Own Your Insights. Own Your Marketing. 

Building TransparencyBuilding Transparency Beating ImpersonalizationBeating Impersonalization



Contact:
Dr. Joe Sutherland
Head of Data Science

Learn more and see what we are up to:
Follow 
Search Discovery 
on LinkedIn
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